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Ivoron, goes by Ivo
Vega
Elteron, Vegan Constellation
4th
25 light years
Scientist
Ashtar Command, Commander of mothership Tiannia
none
on Amazon.com also worldwide at e-book sellers
Youtube

Biographical Information:
Twin flame of Tiannia, together since the beginning, father of two children – Enoch and Iannna. Son
of Toran and Leyeela, brother of Eran of Vega. By profession, Ivo is a Scientist, which is our doctor
(biologist), astronomer, astrologer, DNA specialist, philosopher and more rolled up into one.
A 12th dimensional, Ivo has come back from the future with twin flame, Tiannia, to do this work.
Working along with Tiannia, incarnated on earth as Sharon Stewart, Ivo spreads messages to help
with the ascension and the spread of light to the people of earth. Flying above earth, he works with
the Ashtar Command to overtake dark ET installations and convert them for use for the Light, and
eventual use for earthlings as space ports to outer space.
Interests in his life on Vega include music, where he plays an instrument called a chevalet, which is a
combination of lead guitar with percussion capacity. Philosophy is another favourite where he and
Tiannia discuss concepts together. Ivo also enjoys his work immensely and considers that more of a
hobby as well.
About 350 of our earth years old, Ivo looks forward to living to around 3 – 5,000 years old on Elteron.
Their stressless lifestyles and lives of beauty and abundance help to keep the Elteronians young at
heart.
Ivo been here around earth for several lifetimes and will continue to do so long after Sharon Stewart
has passed from this earth.
Quotes:
“Those on earth do not recognize how precious they truly are. We see it and we love you even when
you do not love yourselves.”
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